April 5, 2015 AM
Examine the Evidence in His Word
I Corinthians 15:1 – 8
Introduction:
We are taking a different look at Jesus’ resurrection. We are going to
examine the evidence
available to us to see if what we have in our Bibles is accurate, if it stands up to
S_____________ and scrutiny of N___________ Q_____________.
The truth is people who seek to rid the world of God oppose the people of God because we serve
as His witnesses. The Jewish people in the Old
Testament faced the annihilation of their
I____________ as G____ P______.
The Church of Jesus faces the subtle deconstruction of Biblical truth from antagonists that raise
A_____________ and act to F_____ F________ with the Bible.
The C_______________ or defense attorney will be the Holy Spirit. He will probe the
arguments of those who have filed suit against the Bible.
His questioning will seek to find intentions and biases. His reason for doing this is the T______
will stand up to S___________ and what is false will fall apart under cross examination.
The question before us today is this: Is this testimony we hold in our hands reliable?
Our text is I Corinthians 151 – 8, which is an early church creed containing valuable evidence
for us.
Here is why this is so important for us to know: People will not D___ for a L____! There is only
one thing that will cause people to worship on the way to a bloody death: The T______ alive in
their hearts! Jesus lives in me!
I. The Life of Jesus: Is He Who He Said He is?
I Corinthians 15:1, 2
The Counselor looks for errors in the testimony of the accusers and for accuracy in the
testimony for the defense. In our case, we have four
witnesses who wrote Gospels, but only
two are E____-W_____________.
The creed tells us we do not only have two eye-witnesses; the creed says we have F____: Verse
5 P_________, verse 7 J________, and verse 8 P_______!
The Counselor will also look to examine the evidence used by the accusers.
There are two main arguments against our Biblical record:
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1. The “F______” that Jesus never C________ to be the S___ of G___.
2. The words “only begotten son” indicate Jesus had a B___________ so He is not
E__________.
Jesus fulfills all 48 of the Old Testament prophecies regarding His place of birth, Virgin birth,
place He lived, death on a Cross, and resurrection to the letter.
II. The Death of Jesus: Did His Life End on the Cross?
“That Christ died for our sins according to the Scriptures, that he was buried…”
In order to examine the evidence for the Cross we will borrow from medical science and Psalm
22, Isaiah 52:14 through 53:12.
The Bible tells us Jesus was S___________.
The Bible tells us Jesus was N________ to the C________.
The nails caused Jesus to have nerve pain so intense that a word came from it:
"E______________" means "O___ of the C_______."
There was a sack of fluid that formed around the heart and lungs of a victim of crucifixion. That
is why, when the soldier pierced Jesus, blood and water flowed out of Him, John 19:34; Psalm
22:14, 15; Isaiah 53:4 – 6.
The creed says Jesus D_______ for our S____. The skeptics came up with the
E______________ S__________ theory!
III. Is the Resurrection of Jesus Verifiable?
The creed declares…
Paul adds two clauses to the creed’s original text.
There is no doubt the early followers of Christ Jesus passionately believed He was risen from the
dead because they saw Him A_____, saw Him D____, and saw Him A_____ A_______!
In the face of three facts, opponents of Jesus as our Savior are powerless to put His body back in
the grave!
Take away thoughts:
Jesus was C____________ and R_____ again.
Jesus acted in C_________________ and L_______.
Jesus has the power to B_________ N____ L_____ to you and me!
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Discussion Starter Questions for Home Groups
1. The message stated the people who tie their identity to their walk with God have always faced
a struggle. Do you agree or disagree? Why?

2. The message stated the Bible isn’t written in chronological order. Was that a new thought to
you? Why is this important for us to understand?

3. The truth was stated that people will not die for something they know to be a lie. Do you agree
or disagree?

4. The message stated we actually have the testimony of five eye-witnesses to the Risen Lord
Jesus. Why is this important for us to know?

5. The message examined the medical evidence for what happened to the body of Jesus through
scourging and crucifixion. Why is it important for us to know these facts?

6. The message stated that the resurrection is validated by the witnesses. The statement was
made that the enemies of Jesus’ life, cross, death, and resurrection life are not able to put His
body back in the grave. Why is this important to us?

7. Read together aloud the four Gospel accounts of Jesus’ resurrection: Mathew 28:1 – 10; Mark
16:1 – 8; Luke 24:1 – 12; John 20:1 – 18 and discuss insights you have regarding the Biblical
evidence of His resurrection as it is witnessed by His people.

8. How does knowing the truth about the life, death, and resurrection of Jesus impact the way
you think about the accuracy of our Bible? How does choosing to believe what has been reported
impact the way you will live out your Christian life?
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April 5, 2015 AM
Pastor Ken Hepner
Examine the Evidence in His Word
I Corinthians 15:1 – 8
Introduction:
As we look into the Bible together today, on Resurrection Sunday, we are going to do so from
perhaps a different perspective. When we call ourselves the people of God and seek to live out
our faith in our everyday lifestyle, we will not now, nor have the people of God ever faced an
easy time of it. The fact is that what is found in our Scriptures, a concept of right and wrong that
is absolute and defined by the nature of God, is under constant attack by our secular worldview.
So today we are going to examine the evidence that is available to us to see if what we have in
our Bibles is accurate, if it stands up to Skepticism and scrutiny of Negative Questions.
The truth is that for thousands of years people who are called the people of God in the Bible have
faced a world system that is hostile to the belief in One True God. People oppose the idea of God
loving them and His people serve as a witness to His presence! The Old Testament is full of
stories of how the people of God came under fire and were threatened with Losing their Identity
as God’s People! The Jewish people faced all out hostile assault that was from Haman’s plan to
annihilate them, to the destruction of Jerusalem and the Temple, and the people’s deportation.
Similarly, the Christian faith has been attacked with hostility and Jesus’ followers have been
slain in an attempt to stamp out Christian worship communities. The attempt is made to rid the
world of evidence of God’s presence. But there has also been a subtle message of intellectual
deconstruction of Biblical truth, which threatens to undermine our faith in what God has said to
us in the Scriptures. In the last two thousand years Biblical Christianity has had its opponents
who have come at it to discredit it. There is no shortage of Arguments against the Christian faith
from atheists, agnostics, and skeptics who seek to Find Fault with the Bible or the information
and stories that are contained in it.
What I propose that we do together for the Resurrection Day message is that we put what the
Bible says on trial using the secularist arguments of those who say what we hold in our hands in
the Bible is inaccurate and flawed. The Counselor, the spiritual Defense Attorney who attempts
to prove the innocence of the defendant in a court of law, will be the Holy Spirit. The Counselor
will disprove the accuracy of the law suit against the Bible. He will present facts and witnesses to
make His case. The Counselor will also disassemble, seek to disqualify, or if none of these work
discredit the testimony of people who testify for the law suit against the accuracy of the Bible.
In order to establish the most truthful rendition of the facts, an attorney will use a number of tests
on the words of the witnesses. They will examine the testimony of the witness for the law suit in
the areas of their intentions, their ability to describe the events, their biases, to see if there are
cover-ups, and their character. The idea behind probing the witnesses is, the Truth will Stand
Up to Scrutiny, while what is false, misleading, or exaggerated will be exposed and fall apart.
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In our case we have before us the things that are said about Jesus in the Bible. We have His
claims about His life, what took place on the Cross, and the wonder of wonders, an empty tomb
and eye-witness accounts of people who saw Him alive and well again. The question before us
today is this: Is this testimony that we hold in our hands reliable? More accurately: Will the
evidence for what is said in the Bible stand the scrutiny of negative questions and skepticism
when it is placed openly before us?
In order to get at the task before us this morning, we are going to turn to a text that is not often
used on Resurrection Day. Most people tend to read the Bible as though it is chronologically
written from Genesis to Malachi and from Matthew to Revelation. But that isn't an accurate
thought. We have to go to church and secular history to get a timeline for the books of the New
Testament. When we do so we learn that the Apostle Paul wrote the first book of the Bible that
was written in AD 55: I Corinthians. In I Corinthians 15:1 - 8 there is a creed quoted by Paul that
dates to AD 35, three years after Jesus arose from the grave.
Lets read the creed together and then begin our study: "For what I received I passed on to you as
of first importance: That Christ died for our sins according to the Scriptures, that he was buried,
that he was raised on the third day according to the Scriptures, and that he appeared to Peter,
and then to the twelve. After that, he appeared to more than five hundred of the brothers at the
same time, most of whom are still living though some have fallen asleep. Then he appeared to
James, then to all the apostles, and last of all he appeared to me also, as to one abnormally
born."
Here is what is so remarkable about this passage containing this early church creed. It contains
valuable evidence that the earliest believers in Jesus believed His work on the Cross was the one
atoning sacrifice God accepts for sin. It states that Jesus died for our sins and when it was
circulated there were so many people alive to validate the truth of what the creed proclaims. Here
is why this is such important information for us: People will not Die for a Lie. If you want to
know what people really think listen to their last words, when they know their life is almost over.
The earliest followers of Jesus all faced incredible beatings, imprisonment, and in almost every
case, brutal deaths martyred by civil authorities for their passionate belief that Jesus was the
Savior of Us All and that He had physically Risen from the dead. They had seen Him with their
own eyes! What makes a person sing songs of praise to Jesus as they walk into arena to face
death as enemies of Rome? What makes a person die instead of renounce their faith? The Truth
was alive in their hearts. Jesus lives in me!
I. The Life of Jesus: Is He Who He Said He Is?
The context Paul gives for the accuracy of the creed, I Corinthians 15:1, 2 says: "Now, brothers,
I want to remind you of the gospel I preached to you, which you received and on which you have
taken your stand. By this gospel you are saved if you hold firmly to the word I preached to you.
Otherwise you have believed in vain."
There are some really interesting points made here by Paul as he recites the creed to the
Corinthians. When a Counselor seeks to establish witness testimony for the defense, he seeks to
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discredit what is said in the law suit. He looks for corroboration of and errors in the testimony.
He looks for ulterior motives for the testimony. And he/she examines very carefully the intent,
the ability, and the character of the witness to be able to give clear and reliable testimony. The
Counselor for the defense also works to establish the reliability and credibility of those who
testify for the defense.
In our case, we have four testimony writers: Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John. Only two of the
testimonies: Matthew and John are Eye-witnesses. The other two testimonies are second hand.
John Mark wrote his gospel account as he listened to Peter recite the story of Jesus over and over
in his messages preached. Luke, who was a physician, wrote his account after he examined the
facts given to him by everyone that he could interview. But the fact remains he borrowed heavily
on the material that he heard Paul preaching over a period of several years.
Most Biblical scholars agree that Mark's gospel was probably the first one written, probably in or
near AD 58. That is a mere 25 years after Jesus rose from the dead. It is generally believed that
Matthew and Luke relied on Mark's already written testimony as a basic timeline and for general
information for their accounts in the decade of AD 60's.
But what is of intense interest to us is what the creed says about eyewitnesses of Jesus'
resurrection, people who corroborate the story of Jesus alive and well after scourging and
crucifixion. Look carefully at the text and you will see that we don't have just two eyewitnesses
who write books of our Bible, we have five!
"He appeared to Peter" vs. 5. Peter is one of the men who were closest to Jesus. We find Peter
in all four gospel accounts and we see him in most unflattering light. But after he saw Jesus risen
from the dead, alive and well, his passion and zeal for the truth set him ablaze as a preacher of
the truth. Just read Acts 2, preached in the shadow of those who were responsible for Jesus' death
as a case in point. Peter authored the letters we know as I Peter and II Peter.
"After that He appeared to James" vs. 7. This is not James the brother of John and son of
Zebedee. James the Son of Thunder was ordered executed by Herod just a few years after Jesus'
resurrection. He would have been dead when this creed was written down by Paul and quoted
here. This reference to James is the brother of Jesus, son of Mary and Joseph, who became a
leader in the church in Acts 15 and authored his letter James. John 7:3 makes it clear that James
the brother of Jesus began by not believing in Him. But when the risen Jesus appeared to him
that factor changed James forever!
"Last of all He appeared to me" vs. 8. We can all read Paul's incredible conversion story for
ourselves as he dictated it to Luke in Acts 9, 22, and 26. In that story Paul recounts how Jesus
came to him when he was a violent persecutor of the early followers of Jesus. When Paul met the
risen Lord Jesus personally, he was convinced of the truth that Jesus came to earth to fulfill the
prophecies of the long-awaited Messiah. Paul gave the rest of his life to declaring Jesus,
crucified for sins, buried in a tomb, and risen on the third day, Son of God, Savior of the world!
Another thing an attorney will do is examine the evidence that establishes the case for the
accusers. That is something that has been being done to the New Testament for nearly as long as
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it has been in existence! They are trying to prove that what we have in our Bibles is fictitious and
unreliable. The following are the two main arguments against believing in Jesus' human life as
Son of God, death for our sins, and resurrection power over sin, death, and hell. The proponents
of these arguments range widely in fields of expertise, but here is what the defense attorney must
challenge, what’s been written to oppose the gospel message:
a.) The "Fact" that Jesus never Claimed to be the Son of God or having divine origin. This
"divinity legend" was added to the texts in the second and third centuries by his fanatical
followers. This argument also ignores a wealth of information in the Bible that clearly tells us
that Jesus knew He was God's Son. There are the Father's words from heaven at his baptism by
John. Calling Himself "I am," in statements like "I am the way and the truth and the life. No one
comes to the Father except through me." Who has the audacity to say, "God is my Father, I relate
to Him as Abba, and if you have seen me you have seen Him?" Either someone who is three
french-fries short of a Happy Meal or the Son of God!
b.) The word "only begotten son" means that Jesus had a Beginning; He is not God who is
Eternal. This argument requires that we absolutely ignore what had become Jewish societal
standard practice by the second century BC. When a boy was named the "one son" of his father it
was considered to be a position of significant uniqueness. The elder son related to his father as
heir and the representation of his father. The NIV rightly renders monogenes theos in John 1:18
and huion ton monogene in John 3:16, as "One and Only Son." It is a term that renders Jesus not
as being born, but as, "issuing forth from God," or “the one of a kind son whose origins are in
God.”
Here is Biblical truth that people who argue against Jesus as the Son of God, do not consider, but
is nonetheless truth. There are 48 prophecies in the Old Testament that clearly predict the
Messiah, the Son of God who would arise from the line of King David, Savior and Deliverer of
Israel. They begin in Genesis and end in the Minor Prophets. The prophecies predict his lineage,
virgin birth, place of birth, place of residence, and even how he would die, hundreds of years
before crucifixion was invented as a form of capital punishment.
A Christian mathematician calculated the odds of one person being able to fill up even eight of
these 48 prophecies. The odds were trillions of trillions of trillions to one. That would be equal to
a person stacking silver dollars one foot high across the entire landmass of Texas, and painting
one of them black. The odds of a blindfolded person walking to the exact coin from Oklahoma
City are the same as these odds! But the truth is that Jesus fulfills not just 8 of them but
every one of the 48 predictions to the letter!
II. The Death of Jesus: Did His Life End on the Cross?
"That Christ died for our sins according to the Scriptures, that he was buried…"
Another thing a defense attorney will do is to seek to establish medical and/or DNA evidence
against the law suit, and for his/her case that points to the defendant's innocence. We will look at
the medical evidence we have regarding Jesus' death. To do so I will borrow heavily from what
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numerous medical doctors have explained as having happened to a person that underwent
scourging and crucifixion.
To establish our medical evidence we will look at what the gospel writers tell us happened to
Jesus as our primary source. But as our secondary source we will focus on two of the Old
Testament prophetic words about the Messiah as we consider Jesus' death on the Cross. They are
Isaiah 52:14 thru 53:12 and Psalm 22.
The Bible says that Pilate ordered that Jesus be Scourged before He was nailed to the Cross.
This was an incredible beating from a Roman soldier who hit the victim from the top of the back
down to the backs of his thighs. The instrument was a leather whip laced with metal balls and
bone fragments. The scourge ripped open the skin with every lash.
Third Century historian Eusebius describes the torture of scourging by saying: "The sufferers
veins were laid bare, and the very muscles, sinews, and bowels of the victim were open to
exposure." Listen to Isaiah's prophecy about the Christ, Isaiah 52:14 "Just as there were many
who were appalled at him - his appearance was so disfigured beyond that of any man and his
form marred beyond human likeness.
Physicians tell us this would have sent Jesus into hypovolemic shock. From loss of blood his
heart would be racing to try to pump blood that wasn't there. He would be tremendously
weakened passing in and out of consciousness. He would be in "Critical Condition." Then Jesus
was led out to the hill called Golgotha to be crucified. The nails that were used were blunt spikes
about 6 or 7" long. Physicians tell us these nails would have pinched the nerves of the hand and
his feet together causing incredible suffering. It was nerve pain so intense a word came from it
"Excruciating" means "Out of the Cross." Psalm 22:16b "they have pierced my hands and feet."
As the victim hung on the cross physicians say the first effect was to separate both shoulders and
the rib cartilages. Psalm 22:14 "I am poured out like water, and all my bones are out of joint."
The second effect of hanging on the cross would have been pushing up to get a breath of air in
the lungs. The more tired the victim got the fewer breaths he could get. This would cause lack of
oxygen and increased carbonic acid to build up in the bloodstream. A sack of fluid would have
formed around the heart and lungs called pericardial and pleural effusion. And ultimately the
victim's heart would stop in cardiac arrest. That is why when Jesus' side was pierced by the
soldier's spear blood and water flowed out.
John 19:34 "Instead one of the soldiers pierced Jesus' side with a spear bringing a sudden flow
of blood and water."
Psalm 22:14, 15 "I am poured out like water, and all my bones are out of joint. My heart has
turned to wax; it has melted within me. My strength is dried up like a potsherd, and my tongue
sticks to the roof of my mouth; you lay me in the dust of death."
Isaiah 53:4 - 6 "Surely he took up our infirmities and carried our sorrows, yet we considered him
stricken by God, smitten by him, and afflicted. But he was pierced for our transgressions, he was
crushed for our iniquities; the punishment that brought us peace was upon him, and by his
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wounds we are healed. We all like sheep have gone astray, each of us has turned to his own way;
and the Lord has laid on him the iniquity of us all."
There is a reason why we have gone to these depths and have looked so closely at Jesus'
suffering. The creed says Jesus, who was sinless died on the Cross for us, to Bear our Sins
Away; it was to pay the penalty of our sins, according to the Scriptures - those we just read, that
Jesus was buried and raised to life again. The skeptic looks at this and concludes Jesus didn't
really die on the cross he merely fainted. It is called the "Extended Swoon Theory." It states
once Jesus was in the cool tomb, his body slowly began to resuscitate and he began to heal up.
This ignores some pretty significant medical evidence to the contrary. The argument is that the
Roman soldiers weren't coroners and Jesus could have had a faint pulse. That is ridiculous when
you consider the men who put Jesus to death killed people for a living. They didn't hold medical
degrees but they knew what dead looked like! And they would have been killed for not
delivering a dead body by crucifixion.
Second, it requires Jesus to walk 3/4 of a mile on feet that had been nailed to a cross and to have
made enough blood, three or four pints of blood, while in the tomb to overcome hypovolemic
shock. It requires the remarkable healing of his muscles and his skin on his back in three days!
Third, it is medically impossible for a self-resuscitated body to come back three days later
completely healed and victorious over all of the physical things scourging and the cross did to
the body. The disciples wouldn't have worshiped someone as Lord of lords and King of kings,
who looked that bad; they would have taken him to the Emergency Room!
III. The Resurrection of Jesus: Is His Resurrection Verifiable?
Lets go back to the creed one more time this morning; "that Christ died for our sins according to
the Scriptures, that he was buried, that he was raised on the third day according to the
Scriptures, that he appeared to Peter, and then to the twelve. After that he appeared to more than
500 of the brothers at the same time… Then he appeared to James, then to all the apostles."
Paul quotes the creed word-for-word as the church passed it to him. He does add two phrases in
this text that are probably not in the original creed. But his reason for doing so is obvious. He is
simply adding his corroborative words of testimony for the followers of Jesus at Corinth. Paul
adds, "most of whom are still alive though some have fallen asleep," and "and last of all he
appeared to me also as to one abnormally born." Paul says, in essence there are still people
around who have seen the risen Jesus and I am one of them.
What is important in the body of this creed the early church recited to one another is the amount
of witnesses that actually saw and interacted with Jesus in multiple sites and on multiple
occasions. There is absolutely no doubt among serious scholars of antiquities, both sacred and
secular that the early followers of Christ Jesus actually and passionately believed He was risen
from the dead because they saw Him Alive, saw Him Dead, and saw Him Alive Again!
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There are three significant arguments for the evidence that Jesus had in fact risen from the dead
by the power of God. In the face of these three facts the opponents of Jesus have been powerless
to put His body back in the grave:
a.) The tomb was empty and clearly Jesus' body was gone. This was a verifiable fact
when the creed was written and circulated! In order to disprove the resurrection all his
opponents had to do was produce his body in the grave.
b.) The fact that was clearly documented by so many witnesses that they actually saw
Him alive again, in power and in victory, and who worshiped Him as Risen Lord.
c.) The fact that was again verifiable of the impact having seen Jesus had on the hearts,
minds, and life-decisions of His followers. They were changed forever by what they
saw and what He did in them as they opened their hearts and minds to believe!
Take Away Thoughts:
1. The truth Paul quoted in the early church creed tells us that Jesus was Crucified, Died, and
Rose Again to give us victory over our sins and iniquities!
2. The incredible suffering Jesus endured as He went to the Cross for us was done from a Heart
of Love and Compassion.
3. The truth is that the Risen Lord Jesus has the power to Bestow New Life to our spiritual
being that was dead in sins. We are made alive to God and dead to sin’s power to enslave us
when we receive His life within us!
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